
That Girl is Epic: A Reexamination of Camilla Through Death 

 When examining the Aeneid, scholars have often expressed Vergil’s Camilla in terms of 

what she represents: She is a victim of fate, a symbol, a sacrifice, a scapegoat, or Vergil’s 

personified condemnation of civil war.  Perhaps Camilla’s gender defines her as she imitates 

Artemesia, Dido, Minerva, Penthesilea, or even Cleopatra or Fulvia.  Much speculation exists as 

to Camilla’s identity.  While I do not seek to refute such hypotheses, I wish to suggest a new way 

to examine Camilla: through death. 

Death frees Camilla from the binds of literary, historical, and mythical conformity.  In 

life Camilla is one of the loneliest characters in the Aeneid.  She rejects the traditional familia, or 

family, by having womanly hands unaccustomed to the distaff or baskets (7.805-6).  Though she 

takes up arms just as a man, Camilla’s womanliness isolates her from other men (7.804, 7.806, 

11.782, 11.804, 11.808, et al.).  Thus Camilla has no place in a gendered community.  

Furthermore, even though she temporarily takes Turnus’ place as leader of the troops, Camilla 

never meets Aeneas face to face.  Camilla steps in for Turnus and seems worthy of encountering 

Aeneas, but Vergil uses this opportunity to make her societal separation glaringly obvious.  

Camilla does not even earn the right to die at the hands of a hero.   

The way she dies does not diminish Camilla, however.  Though the final line of the 

Aeneid might have fallen victim to Vergil’s death, we should not consider the last line to be a 

mistake; it remains significant that Camilla’s death ends the poem.  Camilla’s death is less a 

foreshadowing of Turnus’ death (the reader already knows what will happen to Turnus), than 

Turnus’ death is an iteration of Camilla’s.  My paper will examine why Camilla dies twice, as 

well as what the implications are of her death for the rest of the poem.  Rather than viewing 

Camilla in terms of what her life represents, my paper will give Camilla the credit she deserves 



as a unique Vergilian creation and character in her own right through her death.  Through 

demystification of the repetition, abruptness, and poetic finality of Camilla’s end, I will propose 

that Camilla’s greed was not self-motivated, and that the audience causes her death as 

represented by the awe of the crowd during Camilla’s entrance (7.803-17).  
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